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Abstract. The interaction of ultrashort [nanosecond (ns)/picosecond (ps)/femtosecond (fs)]
pulses with materials is an exhaustive area of research with underlying, and often extremely rich,
physics along with a plethora of applications evolving from it. High-energy materials (HEMs) are
chemical compounds or mixture of compounds which, under suitable initiation, undergoes a very
rapid exothermic and self-propagating decomposition. Herein, we describe the interaction of laser
pulses with materials and its implications for studies on HEMs in four parts: (a) ns and fs laser-
induced breakdown spectroscopic (LIBS) studies of HEMs towards understanding the molecular
dynamics and discrimination, (b) ps/fs pulses interaction with metallic solids towards the pro-
duction of nanoparticles, nanostructures and their utility in identifying explosive molecules using
surface-enhanced Raman scattering studies, (c) interaction of laser pulses with the bulk and sur-
face of glasses and polymers producing micro- and nanostructures for microfluidic/lab-on-a-chip
applications, and (d) ultrafast spectroscopic studies for comprehending the excited state dynamics
towards elucidation of vibrational dynamics in HEMs. Several applications resulting from these
interactions will be discussed in detail.
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1. Introduction

With the advent of compact ultrafast laser oscillators [1], high-power laser amplifiers
[2,3], and other widely tunable radiation sources (ranging from deep ultraviolet to mid-
and far-infrared wavelengths) in the last two decades, the research field of ultrafast laser–
matter interaction has burgeoned. Depending on the laser pulse duration [nanosecond
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(ns), picosecond (ps), femtosecond (fs) or attosecond], energy/intensity, wavelength, and
repetition rate the interaction with matter is entirely diverse in different regimes [4,5].
With fs pulses, absorption (ionization) is usually followed by hydrodynamics. However,
in the ns regime both absorption and hydrodynamics are coupled. The ramifications
of such interactions are farfetched in a variety of fields including control of chemical
reactions, nanosurgery using fs pulses, dielectric breakdown, terahertz generation etc.
amongst many others [6–9]. High-energy materials (HEMs) are materials that store a
huge amount of chemical energy, a majority of which gets converted into mechanical
energy during decomposition. Ignition processes such as sparks, shocks, and heat can
initiate decomposition of these materials through their excited electronic states [10–13].
Several experimental and theoretical works have demonstrated the importance of excited
electronic state decomposition in the energy conversion process. This decomposition
is a very complicated mechanism and various laser-based studies have been initiated in
the last couple of decades. A complete understanding of the mechanisms responsible
for the decomposition of energetic materials from excited electronic states is a requisite
for developing novel molecules with higher potential in terms of energy released and
their stability [10]. Shock-induced chemistry during the first few picoseconds of even
the basic HEMs has been limited to simulations only [14] and there have been very few
experimental reports on the vibrational dynamics (useful in understanding the decompo-
sition pathways, for example in simple HEM such as nitromethane) and the dynamics of
shock-compressed materials [15–18].

Furthermore, discrimination/classification (and isolation in some cases) of potentially
hazardous materials is essential for several civilian (e.g. airport screening) and defense
(e.g. detection of land mines) applications. Our research group at Advanced Centre of
Research in High Energy Materials (ACRHEM) has focussed our research on laser–matter
interaction, especially towards understanding HEMs, for the last six years and herein we
present some of our recent results emanating from these studies. The laser–matter interac-
tion with ns, ps, and fs pulses is being pursued extensively and representative results from
each of these studies are briefly presented herein. The work, categorized into four parts, is
presented as follows: (a) ns- and fs laser-induced breakdown spectroscopic (LIBS) stud-
ies, (b) ps and fs ablation studies of plasmonic metals, (c) fs laser direct writing (LDW)
studies in polymers, glasses etc., and (d) ps and fs pump–probe studies of novel organic
moieties.

1.1 Ns and fs LIBS studies

We utilized short pulses (ns and fs) to create optical breakdown on material surfaces
to study the light emission to devise mechanisms for identifying/classifying HEMs (e.g.
RDX, HMX, pyrazoles) [19–25]. Several laser-based techniques have recently been devel-
oped to identify hazardous compounds. Amongst them LIBS has been identified as an
attractive, versatile technique with many encouraging attributes such as stand-off detec-
tion capability, trace material detection, and high speed [26,27]. Civis et al [28] utilized
LIBS technique along with selected ion flow tube mass spectrometry for studying the
electronic bands of CN (388 nm), OH (308.4 nm), and NO (237.1 nm) radicals of a FOX-
7 molecule and they could construct a reaction scheme of the early phases of explosive
decomposition.
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1.2 Ps and fs ablation studies

Metallic samples (Ag, Al, Cu), when exposed to focussed ultrashort laser pulses (ps
and fs), produced uniformly distributed nanoparticles (NPs) in solutions (such as ace-
tone, chloroform, water etc.) and nanostructures (NSs) on the surface [29–33]. Both
the colloids (NPs) and NSs can be utilized for ultralow concentration detection of
explosives/HEMs using surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) technique.

1.3 fs LDW studies

We have investigated the modifications within and on the surface of the bulk transpar-
ent dielectrics (e.g. glasses) and polymers when exposed to tightly focussed (high NA)
∼100 fs pulses using laser direct writing (LDW) technique. LDW [34] is a ubiquitous
technique due to the relative ease of fabricating microstructures and nanostructures com-
bined with the possibility of integration for realizing complex, truly three-dimensional
devices. Such developed structures in polymers, glasses, and HEMs [35–46] form build-
ing blocks for lab-on-a-chip devices useful in the fields of security and sensing. We can
envisage point-of-care diagnostics for explosives detection using disposable, hand-held
devices.

1.4 Excited state dynamics using fs/ps pulses

The interaction of short pulses (ps and fs) with organic materials and semiconductors
was utilized for studying the ps and fs excited state dynamics along with their third-
order optical nonlinearities [47–64]. Multiphoton excitation leads the population to high
lying excited states and a delayed ultrafast probe can resolve the lifetimes of electronic
states and the vibrational cooling dynamics. Novel molecules such as phthalocyanines,
porphycenes, and corroles along with semi-insulating and low-temperature grown GaAs
(useful for generating terahertz radiation) were investigated using ps/fs degenerate pump–
probe techniques.

2. Results and discussion

2.1 Ns and fs LIBS studies

Fs laser plasma can be produced with lower incident laser energy and ablation threshold
compared to the ns case. Furthermore, the produced plasma emits nearly a background-
less continuum. In comparison to ns LIBS, fs laser-produced plasma has negligible
interaction with the input pulses. This means that most of the pulse energy is utilized
in creating plasma resulting in small, deep crater formation and thereby precise, smooth
structures in solid targets. Materials such as plastics, organic explosives, and also a
few bacterial samples possessing composition of the type ‘CαHβNγ Oδ’ exhibit similar
molecular and elemental signatures in their LIBS spectra. These molecular peaks are
important and are used widely for classifying these materials amongst others. There are
three major possibilities ([21,22] and references therein) which give rise to the CN for-
mation in plasma: (a) Direct evaporation of molecular radicals present in the sample, (b)
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due to the secondary reactions occurring between C, N, and C2 present in the plasma,
(c) reaction between C, C2 from the plasma with atmospheric nitrogen. We investigated
the molecular features of LIBS spectra recorded for NTO, RDX, and TNT samples in
three environments, viz. air, nitrogen, and argon with fs laser pulses. Plasma chemistry
involves the formation of molecular fragments which is a complex phenomenon. The
surroundings of plasma influence the molecular formation significantly. Therefore, it is
necessary to study the sources for the formation of CN and C2 molecules, since this data
could be important for classification. We had chosen three different atmospheres such
that, one was nitrogen which created 100% nitrogen surrounding the plasma, second was
in ambient air atmosphere where more than 75% of nitrogen was available. In the last set
we performed experiments in argon buffer gas (0% nitrogen) which was used to create
inert atmosphere surrounding the plasma for demonstrating a situation for CN formation
between the atoms present in the plasma only. We attempt to understand the CN molecu-
lar formation mechanism and figure out the contribution from the surrounding atmosphere
to the plasma.

Nanosecond LIBS studies were performed on ammonium perchlorate (AP), ammonium
nitrate (AN), and boron potassium nitrate (BPN) to evaluate the prospects of non-gated
collection scheme against the gated light collection scheme [19]. O/N ratios have been
calculated from the LIBS spectra. In the case of gated spectrometer data of AP, all the
three O/N ratios demonstrated a good agreement with the actual stoichiometric (O/N)
ratio while for BPN two of the O/N ratios matched with the actual values. We observed
that for the spectra recorded >1000 ns, the calculated O/N ratios were in good concur-
rence with the actual stoichiometry values. In the non-gated scheme, the calculated O/N3

ratios were in good agreement with the actual stoichiometry of the sample. In the case of
AN, the hygroscopic nature of the compound affected the stoichiometric ratios.

We had also performed ns and fs LIBS on other HEMs such as RDX, HMX, and NTO.
Figure 1 shows typical fs LIBS spectra of NTO, TNT, RDX, PETN, and HMX pellets

Figure 1. Femtosecond LIBS spectra of NTO, TNT, RDX, PETN, and HMX recorded
with similar experimental conditions. A gate width of 800 ns and a gate delay of 100 ns
were used to collect the spectra. Pure pellets of these molecules were prepared and
used.
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recorded with a gate delay of 100 ns and a gate width of 100 ns. It is evident that all
the spectra look similar. From our detailed experimental data analysis we have observed
that the molecular behaviour in the LIBS spectra of high-energy materials such as RDX
and HMX obtained with different pulses (ns and fs) was different [20]. The main char-
acteristics observed from both the spectra were: (a) the ratio of CN peaks (388.28 nm,
387.08 nm, 386.16 nm) to C peak (247.82 nm), recorded with similar fluences, was
discovered to be stronger in the fs case, (b) CN molecular species existed for a longer
time when formed with ns pulses compared to fs pulses, (c) intensity of all the elemental
peaks decreased very fast in fs LIBS spectra compared to ns LIBS spectra. After suc-
cessful initial screening, one could further develop powerful algorithms/schemes [20] for
the fool proof discrimination of hazardous materials. Successful algorithms were indeed
developed recently by our group to discriminate pharmaceutical tablets [20].

Fs LIBS spectra were recorded for RDX, NTO, and TNT in three different atmospheres
of air, argon, and nitrogen [22]. The CN violet band for �ν = 0 transitions in the spectral
range of 388–385 nm was observed to be strong in nitrogen and air atmospheres com-
pared to argon. CN/C and CN/N ratios exhibited higher values in nitrogen and then
decreased for data recorded in air atmosphere and further reduction was observed in the
data recorded in argon atmosphere. Since the amount of surrounding nitrogen content
reduced (nitrogen to air to argon atmospheres), the ratios were observed to be decreasing.
The chemical reactions involved in the formation of CN, which were due to C2 and C
combining with molecular N2 leading to the formation of CN, were dominant in nitrogen
and air atmospheres because of the presence of a large amount of nitrogen. In argon
atmosphere, the nitrogen species available in the plasma only would give rise to CN
molecule formation implying lower probability in this atmosphere. Temporal evolution of
C, CN peaks intensity was studied in all three different atmospheres [22]. The quantitative
magnitudes of these elemental and molecular ratios could lead to primary discrimination
of these samples. Further experiments are in progress to identify mechanisms [23–25] for
the discrimination of HEMs.

2.2 Fs LDW studies

Using the LDW technique we had successfully achieved micro-/nanostructures on the
surface and beneath the surface with fs laser micromachining in polymers such as
polymethyl methcrylate (PMMA), polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), polystyrene (PS), and
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) [35–43]. Fabrication of microstructures, complex structures,
voids, gratings, and microcraters were investigated at various focussing conditions and
laser parameters. Some of the spectroscopic tools used for characterizing these structures
were transmission, emission, excitation, confocal micro-Raman, and electron spin reso-
nance (ESR) techniques in the context of the formation of free radicals, optical centres
and paramagnetic centres. The main reason for the observation of emission when excited
at different wavelengths was the formation of optical centres in the fs laser-irradiated
regions of polymers [39,40]. Existence of paramagnetic centres was confirmed through
the ESR analysis in PMMA, PDMS, and PS. The observation of free radicals (including
optical centres and paramagnetic centres) leading to the redistribution of elements was
confirmed from the energy-dispersive X-ray absorption spectroscopy (EDXAS) analysis
[36]. Raman spectral analysis of these polymers indicated bond scission, disappearance,
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and softening due to the huge stress induced in the polymers [37]. Figure 2a depicts field
emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) image of a typical single surface struc-
ture in PMMA (∼30 μJ, 0.5 mm/s) while figure 2b shows a fabricated microstructure
on the surface of the PS film achieved with experimental parameters of 1 mm/s, 635 nJ.
Figure 2c illustrates a microstructure on the surface of the bulk PVA fabricated at 1 mm/s
speed with ∼10 μJ energy. Figure 2d shows a large area two-dimensional PMMA surface
grating. Such surface and subsurface structures find straight applications in microfluidics
and photonics.

Various microstructures including optical waveguides were also inscribed in the bulk
of different glasses. Microgratings were inscribed in fused silica, Foturan, GE124, zinc
tellurite, and Baccarat glasses [43,44]. The change in refractive index was estimated to be
∼10−3 from the diffraction efficiency measurements. By utilizing a slit before the micro-
scope objective, a structure of ∼750 nm width (less than diffraction limit) was achieved
in Baccarat glass. Wave guiding was demonstrated in the subsurface structures written in
Baccarat glasses achieved using a rectangular slit. The lowest estimated propagation loss
accomplished in one of the waveguides was ∼0.9 dB/cm [44]. The future development
of fs LDW technique has two motives. First, the advantages of femtosecond pulses in
creating microfluidic channels towards lab-on-a-chip (LOC) applications are well estab-
lished. Our attempts are in the direction of creating inexpensive LOC devices for detecting
explosives. Second, fs pulses recently were used to produce controlled patterns of internal

b

d

a

c

Figure 2. (a) Field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) image of
PMMA single surface microstructure, (b) microstructures on the surface of PS film
fabricated at 1 mm/s speed, 635 nJ, (c) microstructures on the surface of bulk PVA
(1 mm/s, 10 μJ), and (d) FESEM image of typical surface 2D grating in PMMA.
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voids in high explosive single crystals such as PETN, RDX, and HMX [65]. Consolida-
tion of a large number of individual voids allowed the creation of wee-defined 2D and 3D
structures. Production of such structures led to crystal damage or residual strain over 10–
100 μm distances. Such studies are valuable for controlled studies of hot spot initiation
in shocked explosives.

2.3 Ns and fs ablation studies

Fs laser ablation of bulk aluminum (Al) sample in oxygen-free liquid media such as CCl4
and CHCl3 in an open air environment led to the generation of Al nanoparticles and
structure formation of both micro- and nanodimensions depend on the focussing con-
ditions [32,33]. These structures will be useful in enhancing the Raman signal since
these nanostructures can invoke surface plasmon resonances and therefore can be used
for sensitive detection of HEMs. The average size of Al NPs was 20–40 nm in CCl4 and
10–25 nm in CHCl3. We had also fabricated stable silver NPs and NSs effectively through
double ablation of bulk silver substrate immersed in double distilled water using ∼2 ps
laser pulses [29]. The effects of multiple/double/single ablation on silver substrate via
surface morphology studies along with average size distribution of Ag NPs were investi-
gated. Depending on the ablation parameters, average sizes observed were 13 nm/17 nm
in multiple/double ablation case and ∼7 nm in single ablation case. High-resolution
transmission electron microscope (TEM) studies highlighted that most of the Ag NPs
were spherical and polycrystalline in nature. Surface morphology of the substrates was
characterized by FESEM and atomic force microscope (AFM). A different scenario was
observed in the double ablation case compared to single/multiple ablation case. Double
ablation resulted in cone-like NSs on the substrate with dimensions of few hundreds of
nanometres while single ablation did not. Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopic stud-
ies of adsorbed Rhodamine 6G on multiple/double ablated Ag substrates were carried
out with excitation wavelengths of 532 nm, 785 nm and three orders of enhancement
in Raman signal intensity was observed. Furthermore, influence of laser fluence on the
fabrication of SERS active Ag substrates with double ablation was also investigated. In
this case Raman spectra of adsorbed RDX molecules on ablated surfaces were recorded
for 532 nm and 785 nm excitations. Enhancements up to 460 were observed from sub-
strates fabricated at 12 J/cm2 and 16 J/cm2 fluences with 532 nm and 785 nm excitation
wavelengths, respectively.

Raman spectra shown in figure 3 which were recorded with WITech Alpha 300 spec-
trometer used an excitation wavelength of 532 nm which utilized a 100× objective and
beam waist at the focus was estimated to be ∼650 nm. Time of integration for both
the spectra was 5 s. Elevation of the Raman modes of the analyte depends on the sur-
face morphology of the laser-ablated surface to provide the excitation of localized surface
plasmon resonances (LSP). To estimate the enhancement factor, Raman spectra of the
ANTA (dissolved in acetonitrile) of 0.1 M (10 μL) was recorded from the Si substrate.
At this concentration, the spectrum overlapped with Raman signatures on the contin-
uum background was observed. Enhancement factors were estimated for both Ag and
Cu nanostructures on the substrate. Since number of molecules in the analyte depends
on concentration, a rough estimation of enhancement factor (EF) can be considered as
analytical enhancement factor. Therefore, for the 1357 cm−1 mode EF is 102 since
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Figure 3. Raman spectra of the explosive molecules ANTA (dissolved in acetonitrile)
of 5 mM concentration adsorbed on (a) Ag substrate ablated in chloroform with ∼2 ps
laser pulses and (b) Cu substrate ablated in DCM with ∼2 ps laser pulses.

CRaman = 0.1 M and CSERS = 5 mM. Assuming 20% adsorption factor, the estimated
enhancement factor will be ∼2 × 103 for both the cases (Ag and Cu).

EF = ISERS

IRaman

CRaman

CSERS
.

Figure 4 shows typical field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) images
of the fs (∼40 fs) laser-exposed portion in Al substrate in (a)-(b) water. (a) Micrograt-
ings were observed when the focus was exactly on the surface of substrate (fluence of
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Figure 4. FESEM images of the laser-exposed Al substrate in (a)–(b) water. (a)
Microgratings (20 J/cm2), (b) periodic ripples observed on the Al substrate immersed
in water. These ripples were observed when the focus was beyond the substrate
(3 J/cm2), (c) FESEM image of CHCl3 colloidal solutions (20 J/cm2) with ∼20 nm
average nanoparticle size obtained at 250 μJ in the fs regime. FESEM images of the
laser-exposed Cu substrate in (d)–(f) water. (d) (10 KX) microgratings were observed
when the focus was exactly on the surface of the substrate (10 J/cm2), (e) magni-
fied image of (d), showing periodic nanograting (average size of 465 nm) observed
on Cu substrate immersed in water, (f) TEM image of water–Cu colloidal solutions
(10 J/cm2) of ∼35 nm average nanoparticle size obtained at 150 μJ in ps regime.

20 J/cm2), (b) shows the image of the periodic ripples observed on the Al substrate
immersed in water. These ripples were observed when the focus was beyond the substrate
(3 J/cm2). Figure 4c depicts the FESEM image of CHCl3 colloidal solutions (20 J/cm2).
Average nanoparticle size was ∼20 nm obtained at 250 μJ in the fs regime. FESEM
images of the ps (∼2 ps) laser-exposed portion in the Cu substrate in water are shown in
figures 4d–4f. Figure 4d depicts microgratings which were observed when the focus was
exactly on the surface of the substrate (fluence of 10 J/cm2), (e) is the magnified image
of (d), showing periodic nanograting (with average size of 465 nm) observed on the Cu
substrate immersed in water. Figure 4f illustrates the TEM image of water–Cu colloidal
solutions (fluence of 10 J/cm2) with an average nanoparticle size of ∼35 nm obtained
with 150 μJ in the ps regime. Our ultimate goal is to create (a) reproducible NPs and large-
area (few cm2) NSs in Al, Cu, Ag, alloys, (b) explore their SERS characteristics, and (c)
obtain optimized structures for sensing different HEMs in the nanomolar concentration
range.
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2.4 Ps and fs ultrafast dynamics studies

Ultrafast excited state dynamics have been appraised of four novel corroles using picosec-
ond (ps) and femtosecond (fs) degenerate pump–probe techniques having 800 nm and
600 nm excitation wavelengths, respectively [50]. The excitation by 800 nm photons
resulted in two-photon absorption, at adequately high peak intensities, thereby facilitating
the access to higher excited states (Sn). The non-radiative relaxation mechanisms from
these states, reflected in the pump–probe data, consisted of biexponential decay with a
slow component in the range of 54–277 ps and a faster component of 2.0–2.5 ps, limited
by the pulse duration. When excited with 600 nm photons (unfocussed), photoinduced
absorption resulted in populating only the first excited state S1 and as a consequence
single decay was observed in the data of all molecules studied. These lifetimes were
analogous to those obtained with ps pump–probe data. The long lifetime is attributed to
the non-radiative decay from S1 state while the shorter lifetime is attributed to the inter-
nal conversion process (S2 to S1). Measurement of time-resolved fluorescence lifetime
revealed that the radiative lifetimes were in the nanosecond regime.

Ultrafast excited state dynamics of dinaphthoporphycenes were investigated using
femtosecond- and picosecond-degenerate pump–probe techniques at 600 nm and 800 nm,
respectively [49]. Fs pump–probe data indicated photoinduced absorption at 600 nm
resulting from two-photon/single photon excitation whereas ps pump–probe data demon-
strated photobleaching which was a consequence of three-photon absorption. The fastest
lifetimes (100–120 fs) observed are attributed to the intramolecular vibrational relaxation,
the slower ones (1–3 ps) to internal conversion, and the slowest components (7–10 ps) to
non-radiative decay back to ground state.

Our aim is to develop pump–probe techniques to evaluate the vibrational dynamics in
HEMs. For example, nitromethane (CH3NO2) is the simplest member of a series of ener-
getic nitrocompounds that are of great interest to the HEMs community. Nitromethane
has 15 vibrational degrees of freedom. If a particular mode of the molecule is excited, the
de-excitation follows two ways: (1) energy relaxation and (2) phase relaxation. Energy
relaxation is an incoherent process whereas phase relaxation is a coherent phenomenon.
The energy relaxation dynamics can be obtained from anti-Stokes Raman experiments
through which vibrational energy re-distribution and its time evolution mechanisms can
be investigated [16]. These relaxation times and pathways play crucial roles in the process
of detonation. Femtosecond laser pump–probe techniques were also utilized for under-
standing the mechanism of dynamics of photodissociation of HMX, RDX from excited
electronic states at three wavelengths (230 nm, 228 nm, 226 nm) to monitor the time evo-
lution of the NO product [13]. Bernstein’s group [10–13] has extended efforts towards
understanding the critical role of non-adiabatic couplings in the initial steps of the excited
electronic state decomposition of energetic materials. These experiments provide a poten-
tially useful methodology for accurate and predictive determination, design, and synthesis
of new energetic materials.

3. Conclusions

Four different ultrashort laser–matter interaction mechanisms have been deliberated.
Laser direct writing was utilized to achieve several photonic structures (including
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waveguides, channels, gratings etc.) in polymers and glasses. LIBS studies using ns and
fs pulses facilitated our understanding of the plasma dynamics in sub-ns regime thereby
building initial strategies for the discrimination of high-energy materials. Ps and fs abla-
tion enabled us to create nanoparticles in solution and nanostructures on the substrate
when ablation was performed in liquids. Ps and fs pump–probe techniques have been
established and initial results from simple molecules were obtained and these techniques
will be upgraded to understand the vibrational dynamics in HEMs. Further detailed
studies are necessary in this ultrafast laser–matter interaction studies to understand the
underlying physical/chemical dynamics and to further improve the capabilities of HEMs
detection using (a) laser-based standoff techniques [66–68], (b) ultrafast coherent anti-
Stokes Raman spectroscopic techniques [69,70], and (c) LIBS techniques [71–73]. These
studies are also essential to explore the shock-induced physical/chemical modifications
in HEMs [74,75].
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